
Simplifying the 
business of medicine: 
Transforming for better 
business outcomes

Sigma Healthcare is a leading full line wholesale 
and distribution business to community and 
hospital pharmacies in Australia. The company 
employs more than 1,140 people and services more 
than 4,000 pharmacies through ten distribution 
centres throughout Australia. Sigma also operates 
the largest national pharmacy network with more 
than 1,200 branded and independent stores. Its 
brands include Amcal, Guardian, Pharmasave, 
Chemist King, WholeLife, and Discount Drug 
Stores, which collectively account for almost a fifth 
of Australia’s consumer pharmacy spend. 

As part of a Community Service Obligation deed, 
Sigma provides retail pharmacies a single access 
point for all 6,000 PBS medications (including 
S100, Generics and Private Label products). This 
responsibility includes delivering medicines within 
a 24-hour time frame while navigating a complex 
regulatory environment for distribution. Sigma relies 
heavily on cost-effective wholesale and distribution 
solutions, and close collaboration with suppliers and 
customers across aged care, hospitals, pharmacies, 
distributors and logistics companies. 

Sigma Healthcare is a large, dispersed and 
complex organisation, serving a range of diverse 
customer types. While some complexity across 
the business was necessary, other types were not 
required and were having a negative impact. Past 
acquisitions and transformation projects left the 
business with eight different CRM systems, many 
of them in isolation or too old to be maintained. 

Since its wholesale business and subsidiaries act 
as retailers, Sigma also needed to deliver better 
customer experiences and find new ways of 
building brand loyalty. Some teams were managing 
their sales pipeline through cumbersome 
spreadsheet software and manual collaboration. 

With further complications and constraints added 
by the COVID-19 pandemic, Sigma understood 
the urgent need to digitise further and bring its 
disparate systems together. With no centralised 
customer data or consistency across sales 
processes, th  e team needed urgent creative 
solutions to improve access, efficiency and 
customer service.

THE CHALLENGE: 

Implementation Managed Services

Services:

Sales Cloud Service Cloud

Salesforce Products:

CASE STUDY: 



THE SOLUTION: The Sigma team began by establishing priorities for the transformation 
outcomes to meet their future needs. Working alongside the Simplus 
Managed Services team, they knew they needed to: 

• create a single view of customer, partner, supplier and product data 
across the group 

• deliver a seamless flow for transactions across the group 
• allow operationally unique business units to coexist
• share infrastructure and technology services across all business units.

Sigma embarked on a significant technology-led transformation, including 
a front-end focus on improving customer experiences, building customer 
visibility and standardising customer engagement processes across 
multiple businesses and subsidiaries. The transformation was rolled out in 
three phases.

Community Pharmacy

They began by creating a single, central CRM solution and establishing 
near real-time reporting and standardising sales processes across the 
business. The team also set up custom processes and integrations using 
custom meta-data, empowering internal teams to tweak configurations later 
without the need for a system integrator.

Hospitals, Aged Care, Distributors and 3PL/4PL

This phase saw Sigma and Simplus extend the single CRM out to their wider 
network. They created walled gardens, implementing Chatter and platform 
sharing capabilities to enable collaboration between business units. Simplus 
also designed a model to use a single Salesforce account but allow multiple 
related trading accounts in order to keep all the information together. 

ERP migration readiness

The final phase helped ensure Sigma’s ERP met all requirements while 
providing crucial access. They had been using a green-screen ERP that was 
blocking access to customer information and reducing efficiency. Simplus 
created out-of-the-box and bespoke solutions, including custom Mulesoft 
solutions that resolved ERP data visibility issues and file storage integrations.

“ From day one, the team from Simplus continue 
to demonstrate they are listening to us by 
playing back solutions using our language and in 
context to our business. We truly feel we are “in 
it together”, both focused on delivering the right 
outcomes for the business.”
JILL SCHELLING 
CUSTOMER TRANSFORMATION LEAD, SIGMA HEALTHCARE



simplusaustralia.com.au

Sigma is now in the final stages of a major infrastructure 
investment program and has set the foundations for a 
more agile, adaptable and efficient business. Positive 
business outcomes and performance include: 

• A central collaboration platform for all of Sigma’s 
sales, customer service and front-of-house teams

• Retail and Wholesale teams are collaborating with 
supplier partners more effectively

• Better relationships with existing customers, reflected 
in higher net promoter scores with pharmacies

• Expanded organic growth of new pharmacy business

• More sophisticated support for better health 
outcomes throughout customers’ communities

• Comprehensive real-time reporting and forecasting 
capabilities, replacing week-long delays

• Better territory management across the business units 
and understanding of their call cycles

• Removed manual collaboration and enabled digital 
through Chatter and Activity management

• Reporting features detailed analysis and identification 
of opportunities

• Fully automated onboarding supports processes that 
improve visibility

• Better customer experiences via improved issue 
resolution time, greater consistency across the entire 
customer journey, and greater collaboration across 
varied business units.

CONTACT US

If you would like to learn more about 
transforming the business of healthcare 
contact the Simplus team today.

KEY RESULTS 

Customer engagement increased 
by 17%.

Wholesale sales growth increased 
by 4.8%

Pharmacy sales growth increased 
by 9.0%

Return of +10% on invested capital

“Sales processes are now part 
of our culture, and Sigma’s DNA. 
That’s been the greatest benefit 
from implementing Salesforce. It’s 
allowed our team to drive processes 
around the sales pipeline, measuring 
leads and conversions. And with 
that comes enhanced customer 
relationships followed naturally by 
organic growth.”
STEWART BELL 
IT BUSINESS PARTNER AND DELIVERY LEAD 
(COMMERCIAL), SIGMA HEALTHCARE

THE OUTCOME

https://simplusaustralia.com.au/contact-us/

